EXPOSURE TO DIFFERENT ARTIFICIAL CHEMICALS EITHER TOXIC OR NON TOXIC, BY MAN IN THIS AGE OF MODERNIZATION IS INCREASING. THIS WILL EVOKE AND PRODUCE MORE AND MORE NEW AILMENTS. BUT WE CAN REDUCE THE INTENSITY BY A JUDICIOUS USE OF THESE CHEMICALS. LIVING BEINGS AROSE ON THIS PLANET BY CONSTANT ACCUMULATION AND DISSIPATION OF ENERGY FROM VARIOUS MATTER WHICH ARE EVOLVED IN THIS BIOSPHERE FROM TIME IMMEMORIAL. INTRODUCTION OF ANY FOREIGN COMPOUND OR CHEMICAL CAUSE DELETERIOUS EFFECT ON THE LIVING SYSTEM IN THE FOOD CHAIN.

At all movements toxicological studies are very relevant because energy flow and chemical variations are continuous process going until the end of the biosphere. The best cure for pesticide poisoning is prevention. We have right to take preventive precaution against chemicals that threaten our health and safety even if science has not yet established conclusive evidence. Present investigation reveals a positive correlation of Endosulphan effect on a mammalian representative, albino mice *Mus musculus*. 